


Tape Art has been wrapping the exterior of the Worcester Art Museum 
with temporary murals since 1995, blurring the boundaries between art, 
the museum and the public. Timed to coincide with the award-winning 
Art All-State program, this event provides students, museum-goers and 
the general public with an opportunity to engage directly with the artists.



1995 CONNECTIONS
A massive wheel, celebrating the inevitable, virtual interconnectivity  
of a not-too-distant future, is rolled into the museum to great fanfare.



1996  OPPORTUNITY
Vignettes of sullen office workers toiling away, mired in dreams deferred, 
while their colleagues outside float off into beautiful infinity. 



1997 BEARS
The glorious spectacle of parents behaving badly, feeding the latest toy 
craze as it sweeps the nation.



1998 HYGIA
Encircling the building, this drawing depicts the (fictional) journey of 
the statue of Hygia, traveling from its mysterious origins to the museum.



1999 WOODPECKER
This year we made our first stop-animation, right on the museum wall. 
It’s the story of a man, an axe and the profound zen of woodpeckers.



2000 THE MAYPOLE
A scene of revelers celebrating spring with a dance around the maypole.



2001 BONFIRE
A crowd reclaim their individuality by consigning to the flames the 
material objects that have come to define their daily lives. 



2002 SEALED
A seal enclosure is an open invitation to swim.



2003 ROOTED
Roots and branches crawl across the pavement, dashing up the walls  
in a celebration of all that comes from the trees. 



2004 EVERYTHING MUST GO
A lone woman let’s her imagination run wild over the remnants  
of a rainy day.



2005 SMOKY BRIDGE
A figure on a bridge takes a smoke break, contemplating a river teeming 
with fish.



2006 BULLDOZER
A bulldozer prepares to level the city’s historic mill buildings, containing 
a dozen scenes of daily life, all in the name of progress.



2007 THE CD TREE
Behold! Lumberjacks felling the mythical, silvery trees from which 
compact discs are harvested. 



2008 THE CUBE
In a future where only robots make art, cubes are suddenly all the rage.



2009 TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN
A dangling snake offers up every last dollar from our bank account to a 
modern-day Adam and Eve.



2010 THE CHAIR DRAGON
When a disagreement gets blown out of proportion, a chair is wielded 
with the fury of a dragon.



2011 ZOMBIE-PROOF
Acclimation to the zombie apocalypse may involve being stuck inside 
for long stretches, leaving plenty of time to enjoy family meals.



2012 CRANES VERSUS SHARKS
A crane reclaims its dripping brother from the shark-infested depths.



2013 SOCK 
,
EM

Towering robot gladiators duke it out over the heads of the frenzied 
crowd under their feet. 



2014 TREBUCHET
A massive trebuchet hurls flaming cows at the museum, rupturing its 
walls and exposing the surprised knights within.



2015 TERRORDUCKEN
Subterranean skeletons are discovered, each housing the bones of other 
animals at the depths of a cave overrun with stalactites. 



2016 BALLOON FARM
In the future, balloons will be grown on colorful farms and harvested for 
their energy and nutrition.
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